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Editorial
Hi guys, with January out of the way we look forward to, hopefully, a full season of flying
activity. The first area comps are at the end of the month and I have the fond hope that
someone might write a few words about the activities at the meetings.
Appeal: this issue I was very short of copy initially, the regulars I knew would weigh in but
there was nothing from what I will call the rank and file. Please some of you knock out a few
words on any subject you like so that our magazine not just half written by myself and bulked
up with repeats from days of yore. Pictorial records of any meeting with precious few words is
most acceptable, but try to write something. Do not worry if you think your efforts are less
than professional, I can knock anything into shape, just give me something to work with.
OK enough pleading, what did we finish up with this issue?
First up I delve back into my memory bank to my radio days and guest speakers at my club back
then, not sure of dates but 60’s I guess. We had this model engineer whose hobby was making
engines, not singles as a lot of folk do, but twins, horizontal 4’s, in-line 4’s, a V8 and a big radial
9 cylinder. I dug out the photographs from one of my albums, scans not too bad.
Pylonius has a dig at armchair critics who insist on realism, also our US ready built flyers and
a tilt at meaningless phrases invented by some modellers.
Lack of copy early on brought out another of my ‘Clarion Past’ articles from the old paperback
Clarion but you will be pleased to know it’s the last I have on record. If I need any more I’ll
have to bother our archivist Roy and persuade him to scan a few old paperback copies. That’s
another reason for you to write something.
Peter Hall outlines the Southern Coupe League fixtures for 2022 and a list appears in the adds.
The Engine Analysis is the Frog 80.
I’ve splashed a little colour around it as I have done on other articles. I do not really subscribe
to the thought that colour enhances the magazine, I think that black on white is the best
readable combination. I think I’m adding colour as some sort of boredom relief.
Regular Nick Peppiatt writes of possibly the first indoor model aircraft and presents a plan
for a reproduction. Please let me know if you put one together.
There is a request for info from an Ian Parker who is seeking a magazine cover or article
concerning an Old Warden meeting in 2009. Please scratch the old brain box and let me know
if you can help.
Regular Roy Tiller continues his look at our oldest archived material, this time it’s the
Aeromodeller first issue.
The News Review from Model Aircraft 1947 indicates the take up of the then new SMAE Area
structure and talks of negotiations with the Air Ministry on the use of airfields by
Aeromodellers.
Samuel Pierpont Langley: was he the first FF Power flyer?
I have thrown in another parcel of Wallop pictures from my computer archive files just to help
fill out the magazine.
I’ve picked out plans of the ‘Antoinette’ from an old issue of Model Aircraft, I think it might
make an interesting competition model for NoCal.
Once again we wrap up with our secretary Roger’s monthly report, followed by the Plans for
the Month.

Editor
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Recollections 2: Model Engines

-

John Andrews

30 or more years back I was still into Radio Control and my club, ’The Fennis field fliers’, had
regular monthly club nights held in the bar of the local St Andrews Rugby Club. We were a
fairly large group and had regular guest speakers at these club nights. At one of these meetings
we had a guest who was a model engineer and made model engines, I cannot recall his name but
the things he brought with him astonished us all.
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The guy’s work was
incredible to see. He
entered his motors in
Exhibition Competitions
and had won prizes and
that was no surprize after
we looked over his
collection. One thing I
recall was someone asking
about his big end bearings
and he told us he just
placed bronze shim in
them and tightened them
up. I still do not
understand. Most of his
motors were mounted on
exhibition stands but one
he had in a running jig with fuel tank, batteries etc.
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The test rig awaiting clamping to the table and its exhaust extension.
This is where the fun started. The jig was clamped to one of the pub’s tables near to the fire
exit and a length of garden hose attached to the motor’s exhaust manifold. This hose was
passed through the partially opened fire door and we were all set to go.
There was a pulley wheel on the front of the propeller and the engine was started with a chord
wrapped around it, starts being made model boat style. The motor fired up quite easily and hot
restarts were readily accomplished without fuss using the chord.
The motor ran steadily, the power output did not appear to be outstanding but certainly
sufficient to fly a model aircraft. The motor had a throttle which functioned well, the
operating arm can be seen in the picture above.
Being modelled on the full size ‘Gipsy’ in line four aircraft motor, in a scale Tiger Moth or some
derivative the engine would be the icing on the cake for such a project.

I have a 7 cylinder radial engine of my
own. A mock-up built around an OS50,
powering a bi-plane built in 1994. I
always flew the model on rates as it
was too much for me on full wack.

John Andrews
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Topical Twists

Extract from Model Aircraft February 1953

Pylonius
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Clarion Past

-

John Andrews

Extract from the old paperback Clarion circa 2004
John Andrews at 2004 BMFA Nationals
I travelled to Barkston each day for the three day B.M.F.A. Free-Flight National Championships. As is now my
habit, I had made a block entry for all official events. The wife Rachel and I arrived reasonably early on Saturday day one
and entered the aerodrome through a maze of traffic cones that were supposed to separate the pre-paid from the masses.
I never did solve the mystery of which lane was which, in fact I never recognised two lanes, but that’s by the by. We were
there.
The wind on that Saturday was quite moderate and blowing from the entrance area so we set up camp, clear of the
hanger turbulence and I set about assembling my open rubber job O-3. I had had O-3 out at Warwick Race Course during
the week and it appeared to be performing nicely on a 14 x ¼ x 88gm motor. The model is over two years old and has
never been flown in anger, in fact it had never had more than 400.turns on test flights.

O-3, the Authors best open rubber model to date
I had a quick check flight with 400 turns and O-3 looked hunky dory. Jumping onto the folding bicycle I was off to
the flight control van. Peter Spalding was doing sterling service manning the stall, he booked me in and gave me my flight
card. I peddled back to base raring to go
First problem, find a timekeeper. I approached the chap next to me and he promptly offered the services of his
wife, solely for timekeeping of course. I consulted my Tan II turns table (Ex Clarion July 1996) and 920 turns was the
figure from the table. I find that you can exceed the advice from the table but staying below it keeps the motor strands
intact for longer.
I wound on 850 +, so my flight log tells me, then I got the confirmation nod from Kath my timekeeper and I pointed
O-3 skywards. Off the model went, vertical at first then rolling into a steep climb. I nervously waited for the probable power
stall, it didn’t happen and O-3 was away climbing high in reasonable air. I was off down the runway on the bike and O-3
D/T’d still quite high. A comfortable 3-00 minute max. I was on a roll, ecstatic.
Second flight same pattern, but the power stall did occur this time, the model however was already about 100 feet
up at the time, so no harm done and max. number two was in the bag.
Third flight, a repeat exercise, and I a full house of maximums in the bag. I retrieved O-3 from the end of the field
I gave myself a metaphoric pat on the back, what could go wrong? I’ll tell you.
On the way back up the runway on the bike, with O-3 under my arm, I am overtaken by Spencer Willis cycling up
the other side of the runway. Unbeknown to Spencer, my cycling time trial experience of the past caused me to swing
across the runway to tuck in behind him. Unfortunately, going across the wind, I neglected to keep my model facing into
wind and as I tucked in behind Spencer, O-3’s wing gave up the struggle and broke into two pieces with one hell of a crack.
Spencer not knowing I was behind him screeched to a halt thinking it was his model that had broken. I managed to avoid
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colliding with him as I was trying to save the bits of my model and Spencer, relieved to find his own model intact cycled
on. I can’t win can I.
Back at base camp Rachel, the wife, had discovered that our flying neighbours came from Amlwch in Anglesey and were
non other than Kath and John Wingate. John and I had had correspondence through one of my articles on indoor round
the pole flying. It was good to meet him in the flesh.
I looked at the broken bits of O-3 and decided that a repair on the field was not really on and gave thought as to
what approach I would take towards the fly-off. The only other big model I had was O-2, but it was a bit of a mess to look
at so embarrassment took hold and I resolved to fly my latest 36 inch model in the fly-off.
That was open rubber out of the way and so on to open power

Author assembles Stomper for open power onslaught
First things first, off to control for my open power flight card. I pick up the card and casually enquire as
to the engine run requirements. This throws control into a bit of a panic, but when a copy of the rule book is
found, I am advised that the engine run is 7 seconds. This then throws me into a bit of a panic as I’m not
sure whether my Stomper will be out of reach in 7 seconds, let alone high enough to do 3 minutes.
However, I had paid the money so I was going to give it a whirl.

Back at base camp I assembled the model and set about checking the engine timer for a 7 second run. It did not
seem very long to me, but Hey Ho, give it a go. Kath was called in for timing again and after we had a dummy run at split
timing with the watch, I was ready to go. Engine starting by hand is a time consuming process and any thoughts of
watching mylar streamers for thermal passing is not really on, so my method is to fire it up and chuck it. I did just that and
1-44 later Stomper 2 was back on the ground. Not very high and no lift best describes the flight. I registered the flight at
control and decided to rest on my wilting laurels. I was hoping that anyone looking at the results board would think I had
dropped a flight by some misfortune and opted out.
The rest of the afternoon was spent in picnic/chit-chat mode, waiting for the open rubber fly-off. Eventually the PA
speakers announced the fly-off times and open rubber was really late, about 7-30pm if memory serves. If you recall, I was
travelling down each day and had a 70 mile trip to get home, so I resolved to wind 36-4 early and launch as soon as the
fly-off hooter went and get away quickly. Any thoughts of my little 36 Inch model staying in sight longer than the huge flyoff jobs of the real contenders were too ridiculous to contemplate.
The hooter goes, and I set the D/T for 6 minutes, that’s the laugh of the weekend. Up goes 36-4 into indifferent air
and 1-35 later, with me right behind it, 36-4 glides down in crops just off the field. Then comes the real sickener, there’s
me with my model in hand and there are four of the big fly-off contenders circling overhead with their props still turning.
That put me in my place. Back to base camp tail between legs.
Arriving back I find John Wingate clutching a huge trophy, he’d been quietly flying his Northern Arrow in SAM 35’s
4oz Wakefield event, filled in his maximums and won the fly-off whilst I, wrapped up in my own little world, knew nothing
about it.
After the late night finish on Saturday I was not too keen getting out of bed for the Sunday trip so we were a little
late arriving at Barkston. The wind was quite light but was switching about a bit. We managed to find Kath and John again
and a little shuffling of cars got us alongside of them again. I had my lucky time keeper.
Slow Open Power was my first competition of the day, I got my card from control and my Stomper 2 was
made ready for the fray. SLOP gives me a 12 second engine run, so I was a little more confident of a better performance
than that of my open power attempt on Saturday.
My confidence was soon dispelled. I still stuck to my start it and chuck it method and I, very soon had a full house
of failures on record, namely 2-03, 2-37 & 2.13 not very awe inspiring.
I think I’ve got to look at the Stomper’s trim and open up the power turn with a little left side thrust for a straighter
climb. My Stomper’s current rolley poley climb, although a safe trim, robs it of altitude and in this game there aint no
substitute for altitude.
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John Wingate, SAM 35 4oz Wakefield winner 2004 Nationals
Sunday then really fell apart at the seams, the wind had veered and we had to move camp. Then the thunder clouds
rolled up and, in very short order, the heavens opened up as we all dived for cover into our cars. After a while, with the
rain still falling, we heard the chilling announcement over the PA system that Pete Harris had been struck by lightning and
taken to hospital. We all waited for what seemed hours, then finally came the tragic announcement that Pete had died.
That was the end of Sunday, the rain eased and we all wandered aimlessly about whilst various authorities investigated
the circumstances of the accident. Finally, at the conclusion of the investigations, we were allowed to leave and I, like
many others I’m sure, headed home with a heavy heart.
Monday, late again, and we missed the short memorial service for Pete Harris that was held to start the day. The
wind was light and we started the day down by the compound. I had left Rachel at home and my old flying buddy Ian
Lomas was with me. We found the Wingates again and set up camp. Out came the old Hep-cat, which I had repaired and
de-warped after my modest success at the BMFA 3rd area do at Luffenham. After a check flight or two to re-trim I was
ready to go. The drift had been switching about and finally John Wingate and I decided we were in the wrong place, so
we ups sticks and moved off back to the hanger end.
The maximum in the mini vintage event was only 2 minutes, so 850 conservative turns on the motor and I duly recorded
my requirement of three maximums. John boy had really come of age, two consecutive fly-offs for the good old Hep-cat.
Ian made the observation that each successive flight was slightly shorter than the preceding one but that was academic
as far as I was concerned, over 2 minutes was over 2 minutes and I was in a mini vintage fly-off yet again.
We filled the rest of the afternoon playing with the bitsa glider I had put together recently and the first tow looked
really good, straight up, no weaving, release was a bit sticky and the glide was stally but all in all OK. I had built a simple
fuselage using a ½ inch square balsa boom behind a 3/32nd inch sheet front end. All the bits and bobs were external and
the model had the look of some sea fishing rod on the one side with eyes all down the boom for the auto-rudder wire and
the D/T line. I had used one of Spencer Willis’s timers to which I had added a stop lever. This gave the front end the look
of a rubber band store, one band to pull the stop off, one band to hold it on, one band to hold the auto-rudder and another
for the D/T. Two pairs of hoops held a piano wire pin, to which the towline was attached. This pin was supposed to pull
out on release to start the D/T timer and set the auto-rudder. Second tow up started off well but, on release, the piano
wire pin would not pull out and this left me with the model still on tow but with a much further forward towing point. The
line tension disappeared and there was I running about with a soggy towline and gliding glider still attached. It wasn’t until
the model was almost down that it finally turned away downwind and I managed to jerk the line free just before the glider
hit the floor. We made an emergency rehash of system using only one pair of hoops and the pin released better so we
managed to get a few flights in to trim the glide.
Mini vintage fly-off, 900+ turns and I waited to feel a little warmer air come through. I was labouring under the
mistaken impression that I was now a recogniser of thermals. I didn’t have my lucky timekeeper Kath as she was timing
husband John Wingate so Ian was on the watch for me. “That feels a bit warmer” says I and nodding to Ian I release the
Hep-Cat. The model climbed away but I think the dumb Hep-Cat still thought it was on 2 min maximums, and only did
2.05. John Wingate beat me by 39 seconds but we were over 6 minutes behind the winner. Still, better than previous
years.

John Andrews
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Southern Coupe League 2022

-

Peter Hall

Southern Coupe League Programme for 2022
There are ten events in the programme if Dreaming Spires and Cagnarata Day are confirmed
and Covid allows. Six of your best scores will count in the final tally. C. Foster and Chris Redrup,
first and second at La Grande Coupe de Birmingham in December are off to a good start…Hello
yes, what is it ?………. Yes, yes O.K.
Sorry about that, I’ve just received a directive from S.L.O.G. (Southern League Operating
Group) Given these dreary depressing times, facing infection, lockdowns, tax increases,
postponed operations, stagflation, supply breakdowns, the energy crisis, NHS collapse, global
warming induced wild weather, and national bankruptcy let alone the depredations of mindless
bureaucracy and the challenges of physical degeneration afflicting an increasing proportion of
our dwindling numbers, it is likely that these Twenties will be not be Roaring like the last ones
but Whimpering. What I am asked to provide therefore is a Johnsonian cascade of boostering
rhetoric, a torrent of implausible metaphor, to motivate and cheer us for the coming season a sumptuous feast to fill the belly of resolve, not a bowl of dry data to chew over, a reminder
that Britain is still great and leads the world in stamp collecting and meal worm production. A
Panglossian glow for all. So here goesCan you wait ? Can you ignore the call of those glorious enclaves of Olde Englande bathed in
sunshine, decked with flowers, their names ring out like a peal of cathedral bells.
Ashdown Forest, Bodmin Moor, Beaulieu, Barkston Heath, Luffenham, Port Meadow. Salisbury
Plain, Sculthorpe. Of course it’s an effort, but when was not effort the midwife of success?
When was carpet-slippered sloth not the father of mediocracy, the uncle of obesity and the
second cousin of haemorrhoids’? Memories of the tedious journeys, the wind and rain, the silly
mistakes, the lost models, should stiffen our resolve to improve our models, our preparation
and our procedures.
Think of the creative pleasure of design and build. Think of the miraculous transformation of
that pile of inert balsa, that limp tangle of rubber. Think of the forbidding intransigence of
carbon and piano wire, the illusive quicksilver of mylar, the miniature perils of cyano waiting to
be mastered. The new coupe emerging under your skilful hands like a gorgeous butterfly from
its dowdy chrysalis.
Anticipation is the better part of pleasure so think of the first trimming sessions, the first
competition - the Second Area on March 27th. Winding the motor, its tension and release
mirroring your own, the agonising launch decision, the flood of relief when even in the first five
seconds you know it’s a boomer. Think of the perfect flight pattern, your spirit soaring, the
timely D.T., the contented stroll back to base. ‘I think the glide circle could be opened a bit.’
- your modest response to the praise for your performance.
Think of lunch, two maxes in the bag, a flat calm afternoon. Lunch - plain and wholesome but
elevated to gourmet quality by the fresh air and exercise. Chats with the chaps, what’s new?
Exchanges of lists of infirmities and condolences for loss. Then think of the fly-off, the nervy
fumbling preparation, a ten minute launch window. This is a test of character. Do you follow or
lead or simply ignore the others. The latter of course. Your senses are deployed like the finest
spider’s web to catch the micro -vibrations of the one approaching patch of sweet air in that
ten minutes. Steady, steady, Now! Never mind the others, concentrate on your model. I leave
the rest to your imagination. Then home, dinner and that special sleep that only a day like this
can bring. Feel better now? of course you do so check your diary, March 27th the Second Area
for round two of the League.

Peter Hall
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Engine Analysis: Frog 80

-

Aeromodeller Annual 1957-58

Aeromodeller Annual 1957-58
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Indoor isn’t for Everyone 49

-

Nick Peppiatt

Alphonse Pénaud
Reflecting on the fact that the majority of indoor free-flight
model aircraft are rubber-powered, it seems that a significant
anniversary has been missed. At least, I’ve not seen any mention
of it.
On the 18th August 1871, M. Pénaud successfully demonstrated
his Planophore to members of the Société Aéronautique in the
Tuileries Gardens in Paris, introducing the twisted rubberpowered model aeroplane to the world, 150yrs ago. According to
the late Bill Hannan, he also flew it in the ‘beautiful’ Horticultural
Hall, presumably making him the first indoor model flier. I have
yet to identify the location of this particular hall, which is,
presumably, in Paris.

Alphonse Pénaud (1850-1880),
model aviation pioneer.

Drawing of the Planophore from Octave Chanute’s ‘Progress in Flying Machines’
The Planophore itself was 51cm long with a wingspan of 46cm. It weighed 16g, including 5g of
rubber. The two bladed pusher propeller was 20cm dia. The demonstration flight covered 40m
in 11s on 240 turns. All these values would still be perfectly recognisable and acceptable today.
Contemporary illustrations do not show a machine with a fin, but in Octave Chanute’s treatise
‘Progress in Flying Machines’ published in the early 1890s as a series of articles in ‘The Railroad
and Engineering Journal’, there is the comment that it was ‘guided horizontally by a small
vertical rudder’ – see Progress in Flying Machines: Aeroplanes, November 1892 (msstate.edu)
Although, at first glance, the flight time of 11s appears short, it is more than enough to show
that Pénaud had mastered the adjustment and trimming of his machine. As a comparison,
minimum qualifying flight times for the indoor free-flight Open Rubber and CO2/Electric Scale
classes are 15s and for Kit Scale 10s. Further examples of his understanding of flight can be
found in Chanute’s writings. Pénaud also developed designs for a twisted rubber powered
helicopter and an ornithopter. And, of course, he did not have the benefit of Tan Super Sport
rubber.
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Bill Hannan published a couple of articles on the Planophore in the first two volumes of his
‘Stick & Tissue International’ series, and I have included a copy of his plan for a practical flying
replica.
The great advantage of a twisted rubber motor is, of course, its S-shaped torque-turns curve,
which gives an initial power burst for climbing, a flat region for cruising, ideally close to the
ceiling, and then a slow descent as the torque gradually reduces. It is these characteristics,
along with the relative ease of adjustment of motor length and cross-section that have led
rubber to predominate as the power source for indoor free-flight over the last 150yrs.

Capacitor power

Union Condenser Airplane and charger.

West Totton Community Centre hall at the December
Flitehook meeting. There are a couple of rubber-powered
models flying in the middle of the picture.

Banggood sourced foam plastic capacitor plane
and charger.

Seen at Totton, Ted Horsey’s capacitor
powered semi-scale Lippisch P13b,
using Chinese produced electrics

So what are the potential power sources to compete with twisted rubber power for indoor
flying?
I have dealt with CO2 motors at length in previous articles.
Another possibility is to use a capacitor to drive an electric motor. Capacitors have the
advantage over batteries in that they are quick to charge and their performance does not
deteriorate over time.
This idea is not particularly new. In the 1990s a Condenser Airplane kit was produced by the
Union Model Co. Ltd. in Japan. It had a span of 350mm and used a 3.3F capacitor powering an
electric motor, similar to that in the KP00, with a direct drive to an 80mm dia x 44mm pitch
propeller. The weight given on the plan was 15g, the power system being 9g. To give a slight
weight saving I covered mine with condenser paper (it’s a Condenser Airplane, after all) rather
than the Jap tissue supplied. The capacitor charger uses two C sized batteries.
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I would describe its performance as adequate, rather than spectacular, but it flies quite happily
in a smallish hall like that of the West Totton Community Centre.
More recently small ARTF capacitor planes made of foam plastic have been produced in China,
available through sources such as Banggood. The example shown has a wingspan of 290mm, has
a 5F capacitor powering a 6mm dia coreless motor and weighs just over 11g. The propeller
diameter is 46mm and looks and appears quite efficient. The charger uses three AA size
batteries. Being made of flexible foam plastic, I have found that they need frequent trimming
adjustments, but, on the other hand they have been successfully launched and flown outdoors
by my young grandchildren. The performance is considerably spritelier than that of the Union
Condenser Airplane.
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At the end of December Flitehook indoor meeting at
Totton, Ted Horsey was dabbling with capacitor
powered models using the system from the Banggood
aircraft. His semi-scale replica of the Lippisch P13b
delta, a modern three view at left, courtesy of
Wikipedia, was flying particularly well. The model is
constructed from balsa and foam plastic.
The full-size P13b project was designed by Alexander
Lippisch in 1944/5 to be an interceptor aircraft
powered by a ramjet using a solid fuel such as coal
powder, because of the oil shortage in Nazi Germany.
The ramjet was to be totally enclosed within the wing.
Clearly, capacitor power is a far better option for
indoor use.
The hall at Totton is relatively small, but, as can be
seen from the photo, has the great advantage of a
relatively clean ceiling with few hang up possibilities.
There is, however, a model trap in the form of a ledge
at the top of the green painted wall. I understand that
a fuller report of this relatively well attended meeting
is elsewhere in this issue.

Nick Peppiatt

Email to the Editor
ijp@solutek.co.uk 9/1/2022 11:39
To editor@sam1066.org
Good morning,
I don't know if you can help or point me in the right direction.
I attended a free flight mass fly off event at Old Warden back in 2009. There was an article
in a modelling magazine where the cover of the magazine had a group photo of the participants.
This included my late friend Chris Jordan and my family. Chris Jordan's daughter would like to
see a copy of the magazine and I am trying desperately to see if I can find a copy or a copy of
the cover photo.
Would you be able to point me in the right direction.
Many thanks
Kind regards
Ian Parker
(Editor: I received the email above and copied it to Roy Tiller our archivist who unfortunately
was unable to find anything in our archives.
Aeromodeller, Model Flyer, SAM 35 Speaks and New Clarion all with no result.
The Aeromodeller at that time was "Aeromodeller within AMI".
We do not have AMI but Roy made a web search of the covers which found every month except
August but there was no cover with a group photo.)

Can anyone help?
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines)

-

Roy Tiller

Report No. 132 Our earliest magazines continued.

At last we come to the first issue of
The Aero Modeller, dated November
1935 with a two colour cover showing a
nice drawing of a de Havilland Dragon
Rapide, just a nice picture, the Rapide
does not feature in the contents. The
Aero Modeller was, as we know, not the
first magazine to have aeromodelling
content, even if we confine ourselves to
those published in England, and this is
readily demonstrated by the plan in this
issue, the Eagle, a 36” wingspan rubber
powered model designed by C. J.
Burchell. We know this gentleman from
his 36” Spar Glider plan in Model
Engineer June 1924, his Miniature
Monoplane in English Mechanics August
1932 and his Snipe 46” span Rubber
Model plan in Model Aircraft
September 1932. This was not the
Model
Aircraft
magazine
later
absorbed by Aeromodeller but was that
published by The Model Shop, Old Kent
Road and which lasted for just four
issues, September to December 1932.
Captain C. E. Bowden gives his views on “The Development
of the Petrol Model” which he divides into three classes,
30cc engine, 15cc engine and 10cc engine.
Three pages are devoted to “News from the Clubs” with
the editor appealing to Club Secretaries to include items
of general rather than local interest. Reports were
published from Blackheath, Bournemouth, Bristol & West,
Hayes & District, Lancashire, Leicester, Lymington,
Clapham Park, Reading & District, Sheffield & District and Windsor.
Fourteen pages were allocated to items not related to flying models i.e. “Air League of the
British Empire (Junior Section), “Arm Chair Flights” and “The Skybird League”.
Looking at this first issue alone one wonders how did it survive? The Eagle model instructions
advise that the construction is all birch with the fuselage longerons and crossbars being drilled
to avoid splitting the wood and then “glue and nail right through into the building board” this
followed by steaming the fuselage “whilst still on the board with the aid of a fast boiling
kettle.” The advertisements are quite a contrast, Model Aircraft Stores Bournemouth offer
kits for balsa models from 12” to 36” wingspan. Balsa wood is offered by Model Supply Stores
Prestwick and by C. Lucas (Hobbies Depot) Liverpool.
But survive it did, the current January 2022 full colour issue, has 58 pages, two full size plans,
articles on free flight, scale, control line, engines and reports on current and long ago flying
meetings, altogether plenty of interest for the vintage style aeromodeller.
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The same cover design was used for the next two issues December 1935 and Jan/Feb 1936.
The December issue has an article on converting a large rubber powered model to a “reliable
gas model” by two members of the Wembly Model Flying Club with a full page general
arrangement drawing. There were no plans for building flying models in this issue.
The Jan/Feb issue has a plan and instructions for building the “Robin” a 28” wingspan rubber
powered model by R. F. L. Gosling, which can be “built all in balsa”. The wing section is Gottingen
532 with a top main spar and the designer advises that the C.G. should be at the main spar. As
to performance “it will climb at an alarming angle to a good height before straightening out and
continuing its flight. Often it will perform half a loop and right itself with a roll then continue
in a steady flight. With 600 turns it will have a power flight of from 35-45 seconds to which
must be added the glide.”
What a joy! A design for
which a young lad could
afford the materials, and
have a fair chance of
completing and successfully
flying the model.

And the Editor said unto Mr. Gosling “How
about a Baby Gull, an Ivory Gull, a Heron,
a Nordic Tern, a Red Breast, and for a
change a Judy.” And it all came to pass.
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This issue also carried an article on “The Trimming of Rubber-Driven Model Aeroplanes” by J.
B. Allman, holder of the Wakefield and National Cups 1934. More knowledgeable advice for the
young aeromodeller to help get the best out of his Robin model. The picture of Mr Allmann with
his trophies and one of his models did not scan with a good result so I am leaving that out and
instead give the sketch from the bottom of the last page of his article.

March 1936 brought a new cover design,
more in line with general practice at the
time of being in black plus a single colour.
The featured plan, the Carrion by Francis
M. Hughes, is a 16” wingspan rubber
powered biplane, again all balsa but I fear
that is one of the few thing in its favour.
Recommended to the beginner but not an
easy build, particularly the wings and
interplane struts which are attached by
“small angular paper joints shown in Fig 4b.”
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Also in the March issue the report below from Down Under
MODEL AVIATION IN AUSTRALIA by H. E. Hervey (Abridged version)
The history of the model aeroplane in Australia dates back to the latter part of last century
when Lawrence Hargreave made many remarkable and successful experiments with model
aeroplanes and flapping - wing machines, using steam, compressed air and rubber as motive
power. Apart from the work of this pioneer, the period 1909-14 saw a small band of enthusiasts
building and flying models, chiefly of the now almost - extinct pusher " flying - stick " type.
The keen interest aroused in aviation during 1928-9 by several spectacular flights on the
England - Australia route resulted in an enthusiastic revival of model flying, the direct cause
being a competition organised by 3 D.B. a Victorian Broadcasting Station, in conjunction with
the Melbourne Herald. Competitors had to build the model from plans and bits supplied by the
organisers and broadcast talks and newspaper articles supplied additional hints on construction.
In addition to the main prizes offered by 3 D.B. practically all firms interested in aviation
contributed to the prize list, chiefly in the form of free aeroplane flights. With all this
publicity the competition went with a bang. The original order for 200 kits was absorbed on
the opening morning of the competition; within three days the supply of model aeroplane rubber
in Melbourne was exhausted! This and other hold-ups only seemed to add to the fervour of
prospective competitors. The flying tests, which took the form of a duration competition, were
held at the Shaw-Ross Company's aerodrome, and was an all-day affair. There were three
sections , juniors , seniors and ladies , half a dozen of the latter having built models, while ages
of competitors ranged from 10 to 68! The best duration obtained was 57 seconds, a good effort
considering the past history of model-flying in the country, and also the fact that the winner
had never seen a flying model, let alone attempted to build one, before entering for this
competition. Those who took part would have found it hard to believe that within the next few
years official Victorian duration and distance records would stand at 24 minutes, 52 seconds
timed out of sight, and 32 miles respectively.
The flying-stick type of the early days was soon dropped for outdoor flying, although it still
survives in the form of super-duration models with microfilm covered wings for indoor events.
Balsa wood construction is employed almost universally, and the writer was rather surprised on
returning to England to find the prejudice against this material in some quarters. The
suggestion raised by several modellists with whom he has discussed the subject, that climatic
conditions in Australia are more suitable than in
England for light balsa models, is not the case, at any
rate, so far as Victoria is concerned. Strong winds are
more the rule than the exception, and the effect of
the summer sun on super-light construction is to turn
the model into the semblance of a corkscrew. It must
be admitted that in the early days of balsa models
breakages were on the grand scale, but with
accumulated experience and a better understanding of
the vices and virtues of balsa this has been changed
and weather has to be really bad to stop flying. I feel
sure that Australian clubs would welcome news of
activities in this country and a closer co-operation with
model aeronautics. May I hope that this object will be
achieved through the pages of The Aero Modeller.
All above mentioned plans as in The Aero Modeller and full Australia report available by email.
Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, Email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Blast from the Past

-

Model Aircraft February 1947
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Samuel Pierpont Langley

-

Aeromodeller March 1956
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Aeromodeller March 1956

Wallop Pictorial 2
Still scratching about for
content so here is another
batch of pictures from my
Wallop computer files, As I
said last issue, no particular
significance just a random
selection as I browse
through the file.
There must be one or two of
you out there who also have
pictures, be they digital or
photographic,
of
the
SAM1066 Hey-Days at our
cultural home, stick a batch
together and send them in.

Tony Thorn with a scaled down
‘Dream Bogey’ for the 36” bungie
launch competition

-

John Andrews
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In August 2010 there was a memorial event in memory of Laurie Barr. The event was for
replicas of Laurie’s well known lightweights, the ‘Scram’ and the ‘Pinocchio’, below are pictures
of some of the entries in the competition.

Yours truly

Robin Kimber

John Worsley

Mike Sanderson

John Wingate

Event winner was Bob Taylor, with Mike Sanderson 2nd, and Rex Aldridge 3rd.
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Coupe Europa 2013: Colin Shepherd waits for good air. Yours truly on watch & Terry Beese in support
Colin was having a bad day and to compound his frustration, on the only good flight he had, I
failed to get the stopwatch started due to a mix up after an aborted launch. I was pensioned
off and Rachel took over.

Coupe Europa 2013: Roy Vaughn tends his prop whilst a very happy looking timekeeper waits
In the background we spy Pete Brown readying himself for a flight having checked on what I
believe was his ground based chart recording thermal snifter.
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SAM1066 Championships August 2009: Timperley’s Gerry Ferer with his winning entry in Large Rubber
Pearl waits in comfort with the watch.

SAM1066 Champs 2009: Yours truly piles the turns on the ‘Jaguar’, Peter Martin assists.
I have to wind with model down side uppermost as you can see, the model keel gets in the way
right side up. I won best ‘Jaguar’ time for the second time.

John Andrews
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The ‘Antoinette 1909’

-

Model Aircraft August 1950
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Model Aircraft August 1950
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Secretary’s Notes for February 2022

-

Roger Newman

Another quiet month with very little to report.
A date of 18th April (Easter Monday) has been agreed & “reserved” for the Croydon Wakefield
day / SAM 1066 events – reserved in as much as planned to be held on Areas 8 of Salisbury
Plain, always subject to approval by the MoD.
Also South Bristol has now received licence approval for the Cagnarata Day at Colerne on 24 th
July, which is good news.
The weather has been extraordinarily calm of late but somewhat damp. An excursion was made
by a few hardy enthusiasts to Area 8 during the month, which I believe was achieved without
recourse to the use of a 4 x 4 & towrope! Otherwise my flying has been limited to the local rec
& preparing an assortment of CLG’s ready for the summer & the grandchildren onslaught.
Frog Duration design: an appeal from Derick Scott – has anyone a copy of a duration design
that appeared (he tells me) in the well illustrated Frog Compendium – unfortunately we don’t
have a page reference, but the design was a rubber powered model of about 38” span? Please
let me know if anyone has a plan & is happy for it to be scanned. I can arrange the rest.
My little E20 Micro Starduster is now finished & ready for trimming. Just a motor, a 10 farad
capacitor & a tiny microswitch which is held down for charging the cap & released for flight.
For whatever reason, it triggered memories of a small model called the Scalded Kitten which
was a product of one of the guys involved with the Low Speed Aerodynamics Research
Association (LSARA) called RHW Annenburg. So I looked up both the plan & details of the
LSARA. The plan is in our library & is one of the plans of the month. On digging further into
the internet, I discovered a very well written article all about the LSARA by Adrian Duncan
(better known for his excellent articles on model engines). This can be found at
http://www.modelenginenews.org/people/lsara.html There is also an erudite article in the 1948
Aeromodeller Annual on low speed aerodynamics, written by one Peter Payne who was another
member of the LSARA – complete with several nomogram charts for those who are interested.
Anyway, the Scalded Kitten was a 27” span power model, designed for a “high speed vertical
climb” propelled by any 0.5 to 1cc motor. Now there is a challenge that’s a bit different,
particularly with a modern motor like a Cox TD 049! Looking at the plan reveals one distinct
disadvantage – it has an underslung tailplane & no easy means of getting it down after it has
completed its vertical climb – so a prime candidate for a flyaway. However, I might be tempted
to try one fitted with the same motor & supercap combination as the Micro Starduster.

MicroStarduster
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The Components

Roger Newman

Plans for the Month

Power:– Scalded Kitten

Roger Newman
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Rubber: Tailless model by Josh Marshall published in Model Aircraft – Josh Stick

Glider: Continuing the tailless route - Glider published in Dec 1951 Aeromodeller - Sparrow

Roger Newman
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PS: Update on competition above
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Provisional Events Calendar 2022

With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models
All competitions are provisional and Covid restrictions may apply, Check websites before attending

February 27th

Sunday

BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 13th
March 27th

Sunday
Sunday

Le Petit Classique de Brum, N Luffenham
BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

April 15th
April 18th

Good Friday
Easter Monday

Northern Gala, Barkston
Croydon Wakefield Day & SAM1066,
Salisbury Plain

May 1st

Sunday

BMFA 3rd Area Competition

May 7th
May 8th

Saturday
Sunday

London Gala, Salisbury Plain
London Gala, Salisbury Plain

June 2nd
June 3rd.
June 4th
June 5th
June19th

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Sunday

FF Nationals, Barkston
FF Nationals, Barkston
FF Nationals, Barkston
FF Nationals, Barkston
BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 10th
July 24th
July 30th
July 31st

Sunday
Sunday
Saturday
Sunday

BMFA 5th Area Competitions

August 21st

Sunday

Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 3rd
September 3rd
September 4th
September 11th
September 18th

Saturday
Saturday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

Peterborough Flying Aces, Ferry Meadows
Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 6th Area Competitions
Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain

October 2nd
October 16th
October 29th

Sunday
Sunday
Saturday

BMFA 7th Area Competitions
BMFA 8th Area Competitions
Midland Gala, Venue T.B.C.

November 6th
or November 13th

Sunday

Buckminster Gala

SAM1066 Club (BMFA) Centenary event. RAF Colerne
East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!
For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org
For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org
For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites
SAM 1066
Flitehook, John Hook
Mike Woodhouse
BMFA
BMFA Southern Area
SAM 35
National Free Flight Society (USA)
Ray Alban
Belair Kits
Wessex Aeromodellers
US SAM website
Peterborough MFC
Outerzone -free plans
Vintage Radio Control
Model Flying New Zealand

–
-

www.sam1066.org
www.flitehook.net
www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
www.bmfa.org
www.southern.bmfa.uk
www.sam35.org
www.freeflight.org
www.vintagemodelairplane.com
www.belairkits.com
www.wessexaml.co.uk
www.antiquemodeler.org
www.peterboroughmfc.org
www.outerzone.co.uk
www.norcim-rc.club
www.modelflyingnz.org

Raynes Park MAC
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson
Magazine downloads
Aerofred Plans
South Bristol MAC

-

www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
www.modellvänner.se
www.rclibrary.co.uk
www.aerofred.com
www.southbristolmac.co.uk

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours?

Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested
in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.
If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews

